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ABSTRACT
Public key authentication (PKA) has been deployed in various ser-
vices to provide stronger authentication to users. In PKA, a user
manages private keys on her devices called authenticators, and
services bind the corresponding public keys to her account. To
protect private keys, a user uses authenticators which never ex-
port private keys outside. On the other hand, a user regularly uses
multiple authenticators like PCs and smartphones. She replaces
some of her authenticators according to their lifecycle, such as
purchasing new devices and losing devices. It is a burden for a user
to register, update and revoke public keys in many services every
time she registers new accounts with services and replaces some of
her authenticators. To ease the burden, we propose a mechanism
where users and services manage public keys based on the owner of
authenticators and users can access services with PKA using any of
their authenticators. We introduce a key pair called an Ownership
Verification Key (OVK), which consists of the private key (OVSK)
and the corresponding public key (OVPK). All authenticators owned
by a user derive the same OVSK from the pre-shared secret called
the seed. Services verify the ownership of the authenticators us-
ing the corresponding OVPK to determine whether binding the
requested public key to her account. To protect user privacy while
maintaining convenience, authenticators generate a different OVK
for each service from the seed independently. We demonstrate the
feasibility through the Proof of Concept implementation, show that
our proposed mechanism achieves some security goals, and discuss
how the mechanism mitigates threats not completely handled.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Password authentication has long been essential for remote access
to services that require user authentication [22], but there remain
many problems with it [5]. Phishing, for example, is a problem
caused by asking users to present their passwords every time they
use a service [2]. It is also a problem that users use the same pass-
word for many services or use short passwords because they don’t
want to remember many complex passwords [1, 14].

Public key authentication is an alternative to password authen-
tication for stronger authentication. Public key authentication as-
sumes that only a user has a private key, and a service has the
corresponding public key. A service authenticates a user in the
following three steps. First, the service sends a random number
called a challenge to the user. Second, she signs the challenge by
the private key corresponding to the public key registered with the

service. Third, the service verifies the signature by any one of the
public keys bound to her account.

Services have to manage the binding of public keys to a user’s
account. Services trust this binding based on several models, where
trusted third parties ensure the binding (e.g., Individual Number
Card in Japan [7] and WebPKI [4]) and where they receive keys
from users directly via trusted channels (e.g., FIDO [11] and SSH
[19]). This study will focus on the last model.

Users have to manage private keys corresponding to registered
public keys on their devices. We call these devices authenticators.
Authenticators, such as Yubikey [34] and Keychain [3], store key
pairs in secure storage where corresponding private keys cannot
be exported nor easily accessed by the outside of the authentica-
tor. Operations using keys stored in secure storage require local
authentication by authenticators, like PIN or biometrics. This study
assumes that users use authenticators having secure storage.

An authenticator has a mechanism called attestation [29] that
proves that an operation is done surely by the authenticator. An
attestation includes information about the manufacturer of the au-
thenticator which generates the attestation, the model name of the
authenticator, and results of the operation done by the authenti-
cator, such as the public key of a generated key pair. Attestations
are signed by the attestation key embedded in an authenticator
by its manufacturer so that services can validate whether received
attestations are generated by the authenticator. During account
registration, an authenticator sends a public key, an attestation
about the public key, and the certificate of the attestation key. Ser-
vices can determine the trustworthiness of the received public key
and the authenticator that stores the corresponding private key
by verifying the attestation with the certificates received from the
manufacturer of the authenticator.

Public key authentication (PKA) is stronger than password au-
thentication for the following reason. First, PKA is resistant to data
breaches on services because attackers cannot sign in to services
with only public keys. Second, PKA can be phishing resistant when
an authenticator verifies whether the requested service is the same
as the service accessed previously without interaction with a user.
Lastly, users don’t have to use weak private keys for convenience,
because authenticators, not users, remember and manage these
keys. Besides, Malicious services cannot correlate their account us-
ing registered public keys because authenticators generate different
public keys for each service.

However, public key authentication has the problem that users
can only use authenticators storing private keys corresponding to
registered public keys when accessing services. Given the following
two concerns, it is a burden for users to register, update and revoke
public keys in many services. First, users usually have multiple
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authenticators such as smartphones, PCs, and tablets. They have to
register multiple public keys with their authenticators, but simply
registering public keys with each of all authenticators annoys users
[15]. Second, users add, replace, and throw away their authentica-
tors according to the lifecycles of the authenticators. Once such an
event occurs, users need to update and revoke registered public keys
in many services. Currently, users can manage registered public
keys on services via an authenticated session. If an attacker steals
an authenticator and revokes the public keys of authenticators held
by a legitimate user before the user revokes the public key of the
stolen authenticator, the user may become inaccessible.

The purpose of this study is that users can access services with
public key authentication using any owned authenticators without
explicitly registering public keys. To realize this purpose, we pro-
pose the mechanism where users and services manage public keys
based on the owner of authenticators storing the corresponding pri-
vate keys. We introduce a key pair, called an Ownership Verification
Key (OVK). A user proves the ownership of authenticators by the
private key of an OVK (Ownership Verification Secret Key; OVSK).
A service verifies the possession of the authenticators by the pub-
lic key of the OVK (Ownership Verification Public Key; OVPK).
All authenticators owned by a user can derive an OVSK from a
seed pre-shared among them. A service manages the corresponding
OVPK by binding it to her account. A service binds public keys
signed by the OVSK to her account if verification by the OVPK is
successful. To protect user privacy while maintaining convenience,
authenticators generate a different OVK for each service from the
seed independently. Users and services update OVKs according to
the lifecycles of users’ authenticators. When a user changes a set
of her authenticators, she updates an OVSK, and services update
an OVPK bound to her accounts.

The main contribution of this paper is that users and services
can manage public keys based on the owner of the authenticators
storing the corresponding private keys to facilitate their key man-
agement in public key authentication. We implemented the Proof
of Concept and confirmed that key management works as expected
for typical use cases. We analyzed the proposed mechanism to
find threats with threat modeling and evaluated what measures
our proposal takes against the found threats. We confirmed that
our proposal achieves some security goals such as that services
cannot correlate accounts and can correctly bind public keys to ac-
counts. We discussed how our proposal mitigates threats for which
measures are not sufficient.

The following is the structure of this paper. Section 2 describes
related work. Section 3 describes the key management using OVK.
Section 4 describes the implementation of the Proof of Concept and
use cases using the Proof of Concept. Section 5 describes evaluation
with threat modeling. Section 6 discusses the proposal. Finally,
Section 7 summarizes this paper.

2 RELATEDWORK
Nishimura [26] proposes sharing private keys among authenti-
cators that users own. Authenticators verify the owner of other
authenticators to determine whether sharing private keys or not.
To verify the owner, a trusted third party issues certificates to au-
thenticators. However, this approach weakens the authentication

level of public key authentication because authenticators export
private keys from secure storage. This approach also weakens the
trustworthiness of a registered public key because services cannot
verify attestations. Besides, reliance on a trusted third party has a
large management cost and the impact like a certificate authority
in WebPKI if it becomes untrustworthy.

James [8] introduces certificate chains like TLS client authenti-
cation to FIDO public keys so that FIDO is capable of registering
multiple authenticators and recovering accounts. When a user regis-
ters a new public key generated in her authenticator with a service,
she requests a certificate authority to issue the certificate binding
the public key to her account of the service. The authenticator
sends the certificate to the service and the service can verify the
owner of the public key by checking the subject of the certificate.
However, this approach has the problem that it is not clear how a
certificate authority authenticates users using multiple authentica-
tors in addition to the same problem due to a trusted third party as
[26].

Oogami [28] proposes the mechanism in which users register
a new FIDO public key of an authenticator via authenticated ses-
sions established by the registered public key of other authentica-
tors. Public keys have high assurance because users use registered
authenticators every time users register a new public key of an
authenticator. However, users have to keep multiple authenticators
at the same time when registering a new public key, so that users
cannot register a new public key when they have only unregistered
authenticators.

Frymann [13] and Lundberg [20] propose a mechanism for ac-
count recovery when losing registered authenticators that users
use daily. In this mechanism, a user has two authenticators. One is
for daily use by users, called the main authenticator. The other is
for backup use by users, called the backup authenticator. The user
deposits the backup authenticator in a vault. The main authenti-
cator receives the seed for deriving public keys from the backup
authenticator in advance. On behalf of the backup authenticator, the
main authenticator generates a different public key of the backup
authenticator for each service and registers the public key whose
corresponding private key the backup authenticator can only derive.
The user can access services with the backup authenticator when
losing the main authenticator. As a result, this approach prevents
services from correlating their account based on the registered
public keys. However, services cannot verify the attestation of the
public key of the backup authenticator during registration. Besides,
when attackers gain control of the backup authenticator, they sign
in with the backup authenticator and can revoke the public key of
the main authenticator, and the user cannot sign in with the main
authenticator.

Identity Federations using OpenID Connect [31] or SAML [27]
allow users to reduce the number of services where users register
public keys. However, users still register public keys with several
services. Besides, there are also privacy issues where the service
authenticating users, called an Identity Provider, can know what
services they are using.
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3 KEY MANAGEMENTWITH AN
OWNERSHIP VERIFICATION KEY

3.1 Overview
We propose the mechanism where a user and a service manage
keys for authentication based on a public key cryptographic key
pair called an Ownership Verification Key (OVK). An OVK is de-
rived by all authenticators of a user to prove that the private key
corresponding to the public key to be registered is stored in her
owned authenticator. The public key of the OVK (Ownership Ver-
ification Public Key; OVPK) is registered with the service via the
trusted channel established when registering a new account. The
service binds the OVPK to her account. The private key of the OVK
(Ownership Verification Secret Key; OVSK) is used for signing the
public key to be registered. The service binds the public key to her
account if verification by the OVPK is successful.

Fig. 1 illustrates how a user registers a public key when she has
two authenticators (A and B). She shares an OVSK among Authenti-
cators A and B in advance. When she registers a new account using
Authenticator A, she attaches a public key for Authenticator A and
an OVPK to the service. Then she seamlessly registers a new public
key for Authenticator B by signing the public key with the OVSK
whose corresponding OVPK has been already registered with Au-
thenticator A. The service verifies the signature by the registered
OVPK and, if succeeded, binds the public key to her account.

Figure 1: Registering Public Keys Using An OVK

Users and services update OVKs according to the lifecycles of
users’ authenticators. When a user changes a set of her authenti-
cators, she updates an OVK in her all authenticators and notifies
services of updating the OVPK. To make an updating message, reg-
istered authenticators sign the new OVPK to be updated by the
previous OVSK whose corresponding OVPK is now registered with
services. Services update an OVPK bound to her account based on
the most trustworthy updating message and re-bind public keys
to her account based on the new OVPK. A user can still sign in
with authenticators that have notified services of the new OVPK.
To invalidate the authenticators that are no longer in use, services
revoke the public key corresponding to the authenticators that are
not bounded to the new OVPK.

Figure 2: Updating an OVK

Fig, 2 illustrates how a user updates an OVK when she has had
two authenticators (A and B) and registered themwith a service and
replaces Authenticator A with Authenticator C because of losing
Authenticator A. After losing Authenticator A, she shares a new
OVSK between Authenticators B and C. Authenticator B derives
the new OVK (𝑂𝑉𝐾2) and signs the new OVPK (𝑂𝑉𝑃𝐾2) by the
previous OVSK (𝑂𝑉𝑆𝐾1) to make an updating message. Authenti-
cator B notifies the service of the new OVPK (𝑂𝑉𝑃𝐾2) by sending
the updating message. The service evaluates the message received
from Authenticator B as the most trustworthy and binds the new
OVPK to her account. It re-binds the public key for Authenticator
B to her account because B has sent the most trustworthy message
and revokes the public key for Authenticator A because A has sent
no messages. Then she can seamlessly register a new public key
for Authenticator C by signing the public key with the new OVSK
(𝑂𝑉𝑆𝐾2) whose corresponding OVPK (𝑂𝑉𝑃𝐾2) has been already
registered by Authenticator B.

The following is the structure of this section. Section 3.2 describes
how to derive an OVK among authenticators. We introduce a pre-
shared secret called a seed to derive an OVK. Section 3.3 describes
how to share a seed among authenticators. Section 3.4 describes
how services verify the trustworthiness of an OVK requested to
be registered. Section 3.5 describes how to update an OVK after
sharing a new seed.

3.2 Deriving an OVK from a Shared Secret
In this section, we describe how to derive an OVK from the pre-
shared secret, called the seed. We assume that the seed has been
shared among all authenticators owned by the same user. We also
explain how to register public keys using an OVK.

3.2.1 Requirement. We define the requirements in such a way that
our proposal does not interfere with what public key authentication
described in Section 1, which we call PKA, can achieve during public
key registration [12, 30].

First, our proposed method should not rely on trusted third par-
ties for proving the owner of authenticators except for verifying
attestations and establishing secure channels. In PKA, users can reg-
ister public keys via a trusted channel established when registering
a new account or established by registered authenticators.

Second, our proposed method must prevent services from corre-
lating their account by using the proof of the owner of authenti-
cators. In PKA, users can register different public keys with each
service to protect user privacy against services seeking to correlate
their accounts based on registered public keys.

Third, in our proposed method, services should verify the attes-
tation of the public key requested to be registered. Services can
calculate the trustworthiness of the public key by verifying the at-
testation generated by the authenticator that has the corresponding
private key.

Finally, our proposed method should minimize the number of
times a user operates multiple authenticators at the same time for
convenience. Operating multiple authenticators at the same time
whenever registering a new public key annoys a user.

3.2.2 Deriving an OVK. We explain our proposal using Fig. 3,
which shows a case where a user has two authenticators, A and B.
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A user registers a new account with service 𝛼 using Authenticator
A at first, and then she accesses the service using Authenticator B.
Note that we assume that messages between authenticators and
the service have protected in terms of service authentication, confi-
dentiality, and integrity (e.g., via TLS).

Figure 3: Deriving an OVK from the shared seed

The two authenticators agree in advance on the following pa-
rameters and the identifier of service 𝛼 (𝑠𝑖𝑑𝛼 ).

• s: The seed value shared among authenticators ( 1○)
• N: The number of authenticators sharing the same seed (equal
to the number of her authenticators)

• The public key cryptographic algorithm for an OVK
• KDF: The key derivation function that takes a seed and a
random value as inputs and outputs pseudorandom numbers
of the length required for an OVSK

• MAC: The message authentication code function that takes
an OVSK as a key

First, the user registers a new account with service 𝛼 using Au-
thenticator A. Authenticator A generates a new key pair (𝑠𝑘𝐴, 𝑝𝑘𝐴)
and an attestation of the public key ( 2○ in Fig. 3). At the same time,
Authenticator A derives an OVPK and the corresponding metadata
and registers them in addition to the public key (𝑝𝑘𝐴) with service
𝛼 . The derivation consists of the following three steps.

3○ Generate a random number (𝑅𝛼 ).
4○ Calculate an OVSK (𝑂𝑉𝑆𝐾𝛼 = KDF(s, 𝑅𝛼 )) and the corre-

sponding OVPK (𝑂𝑉𝑃𝐾𝛼 ). If the authenticator cannot derive
validate OVSK using the random number (𝑅𝛼 ), start over
from 3○.

5○ Register𝑂𝑉𝑃𝐾𝛼 and the corresponding metadata consisting
the following three values.
• 𝑅𝛼 : The generated random number
• 𝑀𝛼 : The message authentication code (MAC(𝑂𝑉𝑆𝐾𝛼 , 𝑅𝛼 +
𝑠𝑖𝑑𝛼 ))

• N

Now, the user has registered a new account with service 𝛼 . The
service binds the public key (𝑝𝑘𝐴), 𝑂𝑉𝑃𝐾𝛼 , and the corresponding
metadata (𝑅𝛼 , 𝑀𝛼 , 𝑁 ) to the new account.

Second, the user access service 𝛼 using unregistered Authentica-
tor B. When the service returns a challenge for public key authenti-
cation by replying to an authentication request, it also returns the
metadata (𝑅𝛼 and𝑀𝛼 ). Authenticator B starts on seamless registra-
tion of a new public key because B has no public key for signing in

to service 𝛼 . Authenticator B generates a new key pair (𝑠𝑘𝐵, 𝑝𝑘𝐵 )
and the attestation of the public key ( 8○ in Fig. 3). Authenticator
B signs the public key (𝑝𝑘𝐵 ) by 𝑂𝑉𝑆𝐾𝛼 so that service 𝛼 verifies
whether the owner of Authenticator B storing the corresponding
private key (𝑝𝑘𝐵 ) is the same as the owner of registered authentica-
tors. To derive 𝑂𝑉𝑆𝐾𝛼 from the received metadata, the following
two steps are performed.

6○ Derive 𝑂𝑉𝐾𝛼 using the received metadata 𝑅𝛼 in the same
way as 4○.

7○ Verify the received metadata𝑀𝛼 using the derived 𝑂𝑉𝑆𝐾𝛼 .
If this verification failed, the derived OVSK or the received
metadata is not for service 𝛼 .

Service 𝛼 registers the public key (𝑝𝑘𝐵 ) if the attestation ( 8○)
and the signature ( 9○) is valid and the number of the registered
public keys is not more than N.

3.2.3 Different OVKs per Service. Authenticators can derive dif-
ferent OVKs per service because of generating different random
numbers (R) per service. Fig. 4 shows a situation where the user
registers with Services 𝛼 and 𝛽 . It is impossible to determine the
seed value of an OVSK because of the properties of a key derivation
function (KDF). By using a different random number for each service
( 𝑅𝛼 for Service 𝛼 and 𝑅𝛽 for Service 𝛽), authenticators can register
unlinkable OVPKs with different services.

Figure 4: Deriving different OVKs per services

Authenticators only need to remember the value of the seed.
This is because authenticators store random numbers R to services
in a verifiable format. Moreover, even though the number of regis-
tered services increases, a user does not have to operate multiple
authenticators to share a new OVSK. This is convenience for a user.

3.3 Sharing a Seed among Authenticators
In this section, we describe how to share a seed among authentica-
tors of a user.

3.3.1 Requirement. A user operates multiple authenticators and
makes them communicate to share a seed. There are various kinds
of short-range communication protocols (e.g., Bluetooth, NFC, and
generating and reading QR codes), each of which has its different
characteristics in the security of the communication channel. We
define the following requirement to be independent of specific
communication protocols.

• Assuming no security features of communication channels
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This requires that attackers cannot calculate a seed using only the
information that authenticators send to the channel (resistance to
eavesdropping). This also requires that authenticators can validate
whether the received information is generated by the legitimate
authenticator to be resistant to tampering.

3.3.2 Two Authenticators. Fig. 5 shows the case where a user has
two authenticators. Two authenticators agree on the same seed
based on the Diffie-Hellman key agreement algorithm. They en-
crypt DH public keys using an authenticated encryption based on a
password set by the user to ensure the confidentiality of DH public
keys and verify the authenticity.

Figure 5: Sharing a seed between two authenticators

The authenticators agree on the following parameters in ad-
vance.

• pw: The password set by the user ( 1○)
• DH: A Diffie-hellman key agreement algorithm
• The list of authenticated encryption algorithms for encrypt-
ing DH public keys (Each algorithm has assigned an identi-
fier)

• The list of password-based encryption algortihms (Each al-
gorithm has assigned an identifier)

First, the user operates Authenticator A.
2○ Generate a DH key pair (𝑆𝐾𝐴, 𝑃𝐾𝐴).
3○ Generate a random number called a Content Encryption Key

(𝐶𝐸𝐾𝐴).
4○ Encrypt the DH public key (𝑃𝐾𝐴) using𝐶𝐸𝐾𝐴 . Authenticator

A determines the authenticated encryption algorithm from
the list.

5○ Encrypt 𝐶𝐸𝐾𝐴 using the password (pw). Authenticator A
determines the password-based algorithm from the list.

Authenticator A sends the generated ciphertexts and the algorithm
identifiers (at 4○ and 5○) to Authenticator B.

In the same way, Authenticator B generates a DH key pair
((𝑆𝐾𝐵, 𝑃𝐾𝐵) at 6○) and a random number (𝐶𝐸𝐾𝐵 at 7○), encrypts
the DH public key (𝑃𝐾𝐵 ) using 𝐶𝐸𝐾𝐵 , and encrypts 𝐶𝐸𝐾𝐵 using
the password (pw). Note that 𝐶𝐸𝐾𝐵 is not necessarily the same as
𝐶𝐸𝐾𝐴 generated by Authenticator A.

Authenticator A receives the ciphertexts from Authenticator B.
8○ Decrypt a received CEK (𝐶𝐸𝐾𝐵 ) using the password (pw).

Authenticator A identifies the password-based algorithm by
the received identifier.

9○ Decrypt a received DH public key (𝑃𝐾𝐵 ) using the decrypted
CEK (𝐶𝐸𝐾𝐵 ). Authenticator A identifies the authenticated
encryption algorithm by the received identifier.

10○ Agree the same seed using the Diffie-hellman key agreement
algorithm.

3.3.3 Three or More Authenticators. When a user has three or more
authenticators, the authenticators share a seed like the situation in
Fig. 6. Fig. 6 uses the algorithm [33]. All authenticators agree on
the following parameters in advance in addition to the agreement
for two authenticators.

• Each authenticator identifier (These identifiers are tempo-
rary identifiers used only to share a seed)

• The partner authenticator identifier of each authenticator
(Each authenticator receives calculated DH public keys from
the same authenticator, called the partner authenticator, ev-
ery step. The user assigns identifiers without overlap.)

Figure 6: Sharing a seed among three authenticators

The user operates authenticators according to the following steps.
In each step, encryption means that an authenticator generates a
CEK, encrypts a DH public key using the CEK, and encrypts the
CEK using the password set by a user.

Step1 Generate a DH key pair on each authenticator.
Step2 • Authenticator A sends the DH public key (𝑃𝐾𝐴) to

Authenticator B with encryption.
• B sends the DH public key (𝑃𝐾𝐵 ) to C with encryption.
• C sends the DH public key (𝑃𝐾𝐶 ) to A with encryption.

Step3 • Authenticator A sends the calculated DH public value
(𝑆𝐾𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝐾𝐶 ) using its DH private key (𝑆𝐾𝐴) and received
DH public key (𝑃𝐾𝐶 ) to Authenticator B with encryption.

• B sends the calculated DH public value (𝑆𝐾𝐵 ∗ 𝑃𝐾𝐴) using
its DH private key (𝑆𝐾𝐵 ) and received DH public key (𝑃𝐾𝐴)
to C with encryption.

• C sends the calculated DH public value (𝑆𝐾𝐶 ∗ 𝑃𝐾𝐵 ) using
its DH private key (𝑆𝐾𝐶 ) and received DH public key (𝑃𝐾𝐵 )
to A with encryption.

Step4 • Authenticator A calculates the DH public value (𝑆𝐾𝐴 ∗
(𝑆𝐾𝐶 ∗ 𝑃𝐾𝐵)) and agrees the same seed.

• B calculates the DH public value (𝑆𝐾𝐵 ∗ (𝑆𝐾𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝐾𝐶 )) and
agrees the same seed.

• C calculates the DH public value (𝑆𝐾𝐶 ∗ (𝑆𝐾𝐵 ∗𝑃𝐾𝐴)) and
agrees the same seed.
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When a user has more than three authenticators (𝑁 : the number
of her authenticators), she processes the above Step1 to Step 𝑁 + 1
with repeating the above Step3.

3.4 Verifying the Trustworthiness of an OVK
Because a service binds public keys to an account by an OVK,
the trustworthiness of public keys can never be higher than the
trustworthiness of the OVK. We propose how a service verifies the
trustworthiness of an OVK.

A service can evaluate the trustworthiness of an OVK using the
following two criteria.

Criterion1 Whether an OVK is derived as described in Section
3.2

Criterion2 Whether a seed is securely stored in all authenti-
cators

The proposed verification mechanism depends on the attestation
mechanism that authenticators already have. Authenticators send
an OVPK as well as the attestation of the OVPK at 5○ on Fig. 3.

Figure 7: Sending the attestation of an OVPK

Fig. 7 extracts the registration flow of an OVPK from Fig. 3
and describes more details about attestations of public keys. An
attestation private key (𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑠𝐾𝑒𝑦𝐴) is embedded in an authenti-
cator by its manufacturer. A certificate for the attestation public
key (𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖 𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑠𝐾𝑒𝑦𝐴)) is issued by the manufacturer. The
authenticator signs the public key generated at 2○ and the infor-
mation about the public key by using 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑠𝐾𝑒𝑦𝐴 and sends them to
a service.

The authenticator also signs a derived OVPK by 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑠𝐾𝑒𝑦𝐴 to
notify the service that the OVPK is derived from the seed stored
in the authenticator as described in Section 3.2.2. The service can
verify the attestation of the OVPK based on the trusted policy
about what authenticators comply with Section 3.2. The service
can validate Criterion1.

Moreover, an attestation of an OVPK contains the OVPK itself
and model names of the other authenticators sharing the same seed.
An authenticator gets the model names of the other authenticators
by receiving the attestation of their DH public key while sharing
the seed at 2○ on Fig. 5 (Fig. 8). A service can verify whether they
store the seed securely based on the trusted policy about what
authenticator model has secure storage and stores the seed in the
storage. The service can validate Criterion2.

Figure 8: Attestation when sharing a seed

3.5 Re-sharing a New Seed and Updating an
OVK

A user updates a set of her authenticators according to lifecycles of
the authenticators, such as theft or loss. We propose a mechanism
where a user can revoke an OVPK registered with a service and
update a new OVPK in the service.

3.5.1 Assumption. We assume the following for this proposal.
(1) Attackers can operate the seed and the private keys corre-

sponding to registered public keys stored in a stolen authen-
ticator.

(2) It takes time for attackers to gain control of a stolen authen-
ticator.

Assumption 2 is reasonable when authenticators protect the seed
and private keys by local authentication like PIN or biometric. In
Section 6.4, we consider the case where authenticators have no
local authentication, or where local authentication is immediately
passed.

3.5.2 Overview. Authenticators share a new seed as described in
Section 3.3. They hold the previous seed along with a new one
without erasing the previous one. They notify a service of updating
an OVK by sending an updating message described in Section 3.5.3
when a user signs in for the first time after re-sharing the new
seed. The service that receives updating messages waits for some
period (OVK migration period) and accepts the new OVPK from
the most trustworthy updating message. A service calculates the
trustworthiness of each updating message in the way described in
Section 3.5.4. The service re-binds public keys to the user’s account
by verifying with the new OVPK and revokes the public key bound
only to the previous OVPK.

3.5.3 An Updating Message for a New OVK. We describe how an
authenticator generates an updating message for a new OVK in Fig.
9.

Figure 9: Generating an updating message for a new OVK

1○ The authenticator receives the metadata from the service to
derive OVKs from seeds. There are two kinds of received
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metadata. The first one is the metadata (𝑅1, 𝑀1) for the pre-
viously registered OVK (𝑂𝑉𝐾1). The second one is the meta-
data ([(𝑅2

𝑖
, 𝑀2

𝑖
)]) for OVK (𝑂𝑉𝐾2) candidates that other au-

thenticators have registered as new OVKs. The authenticator
receives the second one as a list because attackers can also
generate a malicious updating message derived from a seed
by using a stolen authenticator.

2○ The authenticator derives the previously registered OVK
(𝑂𝑉𝐾1) from the received metadata (𝑅1, 𝑀1) and the previ-
ous seed (𝑠1) as described in Section 3.2. The authenticator
uses the same key derivation function (KDF) as the one used
in Section 3.2. The authenticator verifies whether the derived
OVK (𝑂𝑉𝐾1) is legitimate by comparing calculated MAC
value with 𝑀1. If the verification fails, the authenticator
aborts this update process.

3○ The authenticator derives the new OVK (𝑂𝑉𝐾2) from the
received metadata ([(𝑅2

𝑖
, 𝑀2

𝑖
)]) and the newly shared seed

(𝑠2). If the metadata is not an empty list, the authenticator de-
rives the new OVK from the legitimate metadata ((𝑅2, 𝑀2) =
(𝑅2

𝑙
, 𝑀2

𝑙
)) with which the authenticator can verify the MAC

value (𝑀2
𝑙
== 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑠2, 𝑅2

𝑙
+𝑠𝑖𝑑)). If the metadata is an empty

list or the metadata has no legitimate metadata, the authenti-
cator generates a new random value (𝑅2) and then derives a
new OVK. Note that the previously registered OVK (𝑂𝑉𝐾1)
is not used to derive the new OVK (𝑂𝑉𝐾2), but used to gen-
erate an updating message.

4○ The authenticator signs the new OVPK (𝑂𝑉𝑃𝐾2) by the
OVSK (𝑂𝑉𝑆𝐾1) corresponding to the previously registered
OVPK (𝑂𝑉𝑃𝐾1). The authenticator sends the signature as
an updating message when signing in. Because the updating
message is signed by the private key corresponding to the
registered public key, the service can identify the authenti-
cator sending the updating message.

In the above explanation, we assume that authenticators have
two shared seeds. However, authenticators may have more than
two seeds because users change their authenticators many times.
Users replace their authenticators when purchasing new devices
and may lose their authenticators more than once. We explain that
authenticators can generate the correct updating message even
when they have more than two seeds. Authenticators select the
latest seed as the new seed. As the seed corresponds to registered
OVPK, authenticators can select the seed successfully by verifying
the MAC value of the received metadata. From the above, authen-
ticators can send a legitimate updating message to services even
when they have more than two seeds.

3.5.4 Evaluating the Trustworthiness of an UpdatingMessage. When
a service receives an updating message from a registered authenti-
cator, it enters the OVK migration period. In this migration period,
no authenticators can register a new public key by the registered
OVK. If the same updating message comes from more than half of
the registered authenticators during the period, the service trusts
the message. Otherwise, the service trusts the updating message
sent from the most registered authenticators at the end of the pe-
riod. If there is more than one message sent by the most registered
authenticators, the service trusts the earliest received message.

3.5.5 Reducing the Number of Seed Held by Authenticators. As de-
scribed in Section 3.2.3, an authenticator can derive many different
OVKs for different services from a seed. An authenticator can up-
date OVKs multiple times without consuming a lot of storage space.
However, the secure storage space that an authenticator has is lim-
ited. Therefore, we propose two methods for limiting the number
of seeds that an authenticator holds.

(1) Set a limit on the number of seeds that an authenticator
holds. If the number of seeds exceeds the limit, it deletes the
oldest seed with the consent of the user.

(2) Set an expiration date for a seed. If an authenticator has a
seed that is about to expire, it prompts a user to share a new
seed and update OVKs. It deletes any seed that has expired.

The first method is easier to implement because a user decides
whether to delete seeds. The first method does not require a user
to renew OVKs periodically, even though she continues to use the
same authenticators. On the other hand, in the secondmethod, since
a seed has an expiration date, OVKs also have the same expiration
date. This means that a service can know when to update a seed.
In the second method, a service can send security notifications to
reduce operational risks such as forgetting to update OVKs.

Both have their advantages, and both can reduce disadvantages
by setting limits to a large value in the first method or a longer
expiration date in the second method. The choice of either method
depends on a user’s preference or the limitations of authenticators.

4 PROOF OF CONCEPT AND USE CASES
We implement the Proof of Concept (PoC) to demonstrate the feasi-
bility that our proposal allows users to access services with multiple
authenticators. We implement the PoC using JavaScript. In the PoC
implementation, one browser window is treated as one authenti-
cator, so that we can emulate multiple authenticators on the same
device. Note that the PoC stores seed, private keys, and the attes-
tation key in not secure storage. The source code is available on
GitHub 1.

4.1 Implementation Detail
4.1.1 Implementation of an Authenticator. Fig. 10 illustrates the
implementation of an authenticator based on data flow diagrams
[6]. In this figure, an ellipse represents a process, an entity between
an upper line and a lower line represents a data store, and an arrow
represents data flow.

SeedGenerator implements Section 3.2. Seed stores shared seeds.
The bit length of each seed is 256. We statically define the following
parameters required in Section 3.2 and a service identifier as the
origin of the service URL.

• The algorithm of an OVK is elliptic curve cryptography
[9] with secp256r1 [10]. An OVK is calculated using a KDF
output as pseudorandomly selected an integer d of Section
3.2.1 in [9].

• The key derivation function (KDF) is HMAC [18] using SHA-
256 [25].

• The MAC function (MAC) is HMAC [18] using SHA-256 [25].

1https://github.com/hatake5051/ovk-poc

https://github.com/hatake5051/ovk-poc
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Figure 10: Authenticator Implementation

SeedNegotiator implements Section 3.3 except for encrypting
and decrypting a DH public key by a CEK and a CEK by a password,
and sending and receiving ciphertexts. Device implements these
exceptions instead of SeedNegotiator. SeedNegotiator stores an
ephemeral private key for the DH key agreement algorithm in EDH.

EDH stores the seed calculated as a result of the key agreement
in Seed and deletes the ephemeral private key. We statically define
the following parameters required in Section 3.3. We also use JSON
Web Encryption Compact Serialization [17] to serialize ciphertexts
and algorithm identifiers.

• The key agreement algorithm (DH) is elliptic curve diffie-
hellman based on elliptic curve cryptography [9]with secp256r1
[10].

• The authenticated encryption algorithm is AES using 128
bit key [23] in Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) [24].

• The password-based encryption algorithm is Password Based
Encryption Scheme 2 [21] using AES-KW [16] and SHA-256
[25].

SeedUpdater implements Section 3.5. Only this process and
SeedGenerator can access Seed.

Device is the process of generating key pairs and attestations and
managing them based on anOVK. Credential stores generated key
pairs. Attestation stores the attestation private key and the cer-
tificate of the corresponding attestation public key. Negotiating
stores data used for Section 3.3 like a password. Device gener-
ates an attestation for these type of keys: public keys stored in
Credential, OVPKs generated by SeedGenerator, and DH public
keys calculated by SeedNegotiator.

UI is the process of communicating ciphertexts generated by
Device with other authenticators and interacting with a user. We
use reading and generating QR codes as the communication channel
among authenticators used for Section 3.3. FetchAPI communicates
with a service via a secure channel established by TLS.

4.1.2 Implementation of a Service. Fig. 11 illustrates the implemen-
tation of a service based on data flow diagrams.

StartAuthn accepts authentication requests from a user. It re-
ceives the account name of the user and responds with a challenge
bound to the account and, if registered, public keys, an OVPK, and
the metadata of OVPK.

Figure 11: Service Implementation

Register accepts requests for registering a new account and a
new public key bound to an account as described in Section 3.2.
When registering a new account, a user sends a new public key,
an OVPK, and the metadata of the OVPK. The user also sends an
attestation of the public key and, if requested, an attestation of
the OVPK. A service verifies attestations to determine whether it
accepts the registration.

Authn accepts challenge responses for authentication. We use
elliptic curve digital signature algorithm [9] with secp256r1 [10] for
authentication. It also receives an updating message as described
in Section 3.5. Update processes updating OVKs.

CredManager manages the bindings of public keys and OVPKs
to accounts. Creds stores public keys bound to OVPKs. OVKM stores
OVPKs and the correspondingmetadata bound to accounts. Updating
stores updating messages when processing updating OVPKs.

4.2 Use Cases
Using the PoC in the following scenario, we confirm that our pro-
posal allows authenticators to share a seed, derive an OVK, register
a new public key with an OVK seamlessly, and update a registered
OVPK.

(1) Three Authenticator A, B, and C share a seed.
(2) With Authenticator A, the user registers a new public key

and an OVPK with Service 1 during account registration.
(3) With Authenticator B and C, she seamlessly registers new

public keys with Service 1.
(4) With Authenticator B, she registers a new public key and an

OVPK with Service 2 during account registration.
(5) With Authenticator C (not A), she seamlessly registers a new

public key with Service 2.
(6) Two Authenticator A and B updates a new seed (Assuming

that Authenticator C is lost).
(7) With Authenticator A, she notifies Service 1 of updating

a new OVPK. At this time, it is still possible to sign in to
Service 1 with Authenticator C.

(8) With Authenticator B, she notifies Service 1 of updating
the same new OVPK as the one notified with Authenticator
A. At this time, Service 1 updates an OVPK bound to her
account, so that it is impossible to sign in to Service 1 with
Authenticator C.

(9) With Authenticator B, she notifies Service 2 of updating
a new OVPK. At this time, it is still possible to sign in to
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Service 2 with Authenticator C. After finishing the migration
period, Service 2 updates an OVPK bound to her account
and revokes the public key of Authenticator C. Then, with
Authenticator A, she can seamlessly register a new public
key with Service 2.

5 EVALUATIONWITH THREAT ANALYSIS
We evaluate our proposal by analyzing the PoC described in Section
4 based on threat modeling [30, 32].

5.1 Security Requirement
5.1.1 Assets to be Protected. We enumerate the assets to be pro-
tected in this proposal.

(1) Private keys stored in authenticators
(2) Public keys managed by services
(3) The attestation key stored in each authenticator
(4) The key signing attestation certificates managed by each

authenticator manufacturer
(5) The trusted root certificate and policy for services to validate

attestations
(6) The TLS private key managed by services
(7) The trusted root certificate and policy for authenticators to

validate TLS certificates
(8) The seed stored in authenticators
(9) The OVPK and corresponding metadata stored in services
(10) The ephemeral DH private key generated by authenticators

for sharing a seed
(11) The temporary password stored in authenticators for sharing

a seed

5.1.2 Security Goals. We enumerate the goals to achive in our
proposal. We define the following goals while referring to goals in
[30].

SG-1 Strong User Authentication: Services can authenticate
users based on public key authentication.

SG-2 Unlinkability: Services cannot correlate their accounts.
SG-3 Credential Binding: Services can bind public keys to le-

gitimate accounts.
SG-4 Attestable Properties: Services and authenticators can

validate public keys by verifying attestations.
SG-5 Forgery Resistance: Be resilient from attempting to mod-

ify intercepted communications to masquerade as legitimate
users.

5.1.3 Security Assumptions. We enumerate the assumptions about
the environment where our proposal works.

SA-1 The processes and data stores surrounded by the trusted
boundary represented by the inner dotted line in Fig. 10
are isolated from other processes on the authenticator. The
authenticator requires local authentication before accessing
these processes and data stores.

SA-2 The cryptographic algorithms used can achieve the ob-
jectives of each algorithm.

SA-3 A service can correctly validate the certificate chain of
attestations.

SA-4 A service and an authenticator can establish a secure
channel for service authentication, confidentiality for mes-
sage, and integrity for messages (like TLS).

5.2 Threat Analysis
We enumerate the threats on data flow diagrams described in Sec-
tion 4, and explain what goals listed in Section 5.1.2 each threat
violates and what measures our proposal takes.

5.2.1 Threats on an Authenticator. In Fig. 10, a dotted line repre-
sents a trusted boundary. We focus on data flows across trusted
boundaries and enumerate the threats in each of them.

First, threats arising between a user and UI include the following.
Homograph Mis-Registration A malicious service pretends

a legitimate service to make the user believes it is legitimate.
It prompts the user to register a new public key seamlessly,
and sends metadata stolen from other services. The mali-
cious service correlates OVPKs by whether the user requests
a new public key registration or not. This threat violates
SG-2 because the malicious service can correlate different
OVPKs generated for different services. Our proposal ad-
dresses this threat because authenticators verify the MAC
value of the received metadata. The data protected by the
MAC value contains the identifier of the service that the au-
thenticator communicates. Because Assumption SA-4 allows
authenticators to trust the communicating service identifier,
authenticators can detect spoofing of services by malicious
actors.

User Verification By-pass An attacker can operate the au-
thenticator, or an attacker can bypass the local authentica-
tion of the authenticator to operate it. This threat violates
SG-1 because the attacker can masquerade as the legitimate
user. Our proposal addresses this threat by transferring it to
SA-1. We consider the case where this SA-1 assumption is
not satisfied during the OVK update in Section 6.4.

Threats arising between a service and FetchAPI include the
following.

Service Verification Error The authenticator cannot prop-
erly authenticate services, thus it cannot correctly identify
services. As a result, an attacker can eavesdrop and tam-
per with the communication channel. This threat violates
SG-1 and SG-5 because the attacker can hijack the authen-
ticated session. This threat also violates SG-2 because the
authenticator fails to address the threat Homograph Mis-
Registration described above. Our proposal addresses this
threat by transferring it to SA-4.

Threats arising between another authenticator and UI include
the following.

Malicious Authenticator Linking An attacker’s authentica-
tor participates in sharing a seed. The attacker gets the seed
value itself. The attacker can use this authenticator to reg-
ister a new public key with any service that a legitimate
user has registered. This threat violates SG-3. Our proposal
addresses this threat because a user protects sharing a seed
with a password. Users are required to use passwords that
are not guessable during sharing a seed.
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Weak Authenticator A user allows a weak authenticator to
participate in sharing a seed. The weak authenticator does
not securely protect a seed, so, when an attacker compro-
mises the weak authenticator, the seed may be leaked. This
threat violates SG-3 because the attacker can register a new
public key of the attacker’s authenticator by generating the
OVK with the compromised seed. Our proposal addresses
this threat because each authenticator validates the security
properties of other authenticators through attestations when
sharing a seed.

Threats arising between Device and UI include the following.
Malicious Authenticator A user uses a malicious authenti-

cator. Because a user cannot rely on the malicious authenti-
cators, this threat violates any goals. It is difficult for users
to determine whether it is a legitimate authenticator from
a trusted manufacturer. Our proposal addresses this threat
because services maintain a list of attestation certificates of
trusted manufacturers.

Threats to the authenticator include the following.
Side Channel Attack Access to the data store that is not de-

scribed in Fig. 10 compromises assets to be protected. This
threat violates SG-1 if key pairs are compromised and SG-2
and SG-3 if seeds are compromised. This threat also arises
another threat like Malicious Authenticator Linking if a tem-
porary password for sharing a seed is compromised. Our
proposal addresses this threat by transferring it to SA-1.

Bad Cryptography Primitives An authenticator uses a com-
promised cryptographic algorithm or a weak pseudo-random
number generator in the process. This threat violates SG-3 if
an attacker derives the OVK. This threat also violates SG-2 if
an attacker gets the seed. Our proposal addresses this threat
by transferring it to SA-2.

5.2.2 Threat on a Service. In Fig. 11, we focus on data flows across
trusted boundaries and enumerate the threats in each of them.

Threats arising between an authenticator and StartAuthn in-
clude the following.

Linking OVPK An attacker can obtain the OVPK and meta-
data associatedwith the account. The attacker receives OVPKs
and corresponding metadata from many services and at-
tempts to derive corresponding OVSKs. The attacker also
attempts to correlate collected OVPKs by checking whether
OVPKs are derived from the same seed. This threat violates
SG-2 and SG-3. Our proposal addresses this threat by trans-
ferring it to SA-2.

Threats arising between an authenticator and Register include
the following.

Malicious Authenticator Registration An attacker attempts
to register a new public key of his authenticator to a legiti-
mate user account. This threat violates SG-3. Our proposal
addresses this threat because an attacker cannot get the
OVSK corresponding to the OVPK bound to the account. An
attacker cannot also get the seed corresponding to the OVPK.
The service can verify that trusted authenticators store a seed
and OVSKs by verifying OVPK attestations. Even if a seed is
compromised, our proposal mitigates this threat because the

number of authenticators that can be registered is restricted.
After a user registers public keys of her all authenticators an
attacker cannot register his public keys.

Threats arising between an authenticator and Authn include the
following.

Updating Malicious OVPK An attacker attempts to update
to an OVPK derived from the seed held by his authenticator.
This threat violates SG-3 because the attacker can register
his public keys. This threat also violates SG-1 because the
attacker can revoke the user’s public keys. Our proposal
addresses this threat because an attacker cannot know the
seed corresponding to the registered OVPK. We consider
the case where this SA-1 assumption is not satisfied during
updating an OVK in Section 6.4. We disscuss whether our
proposalmitigates this threat even if the seed is compromised
in Section 6.4.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Deriving an OVK
We confirm that our proposal achieves the requirements of Section
3.2.1. First, a user registers an OVK during new account registration
where a service can trust information received from a user. A ser-
vice can verify the owner of the authenticator storing a private key
corresponding to the public key to be registered without a trusted
third party. Note that attestation and the safety of communications
rely on a trusted third party. Second, malicious services cannot
correlate their accounts with sharing OVPKs and corresponding
metadata because the security property of a key derivation function
makes it impossible to derive a seed from an OVPK and the corre-
sponding metadata. Besides, a malicious service cannot correlate
the user’s account by checking whether a user can use the OVPK
and the metadata of another service to request a new public key
registration. This is because authenticators verify the MAC value of
the received metadata to determine whether the received metadata
is for the service. Third, an authenticator generates an attestation of
the public key to be registered. A service can verify the attestation
to evaluate the trustworthiness of the public key requested to be
registered. Finally, once authenticators of a user share a seed, they
derive an OVK per service independently. She does not have to
operate multiple authenticators whenever registering a new public
key.

6.2 Sharing a Seed
We confirm that our proposal achieves the requirements of Section
3.3.1. Only authenticators having a password can participate in
sharing a seed. Only authenticators having a password can decrypt
the ciphertexts generated by other authenticators having the same
password. They can also verify the integrity of received ciphertexts
by a password. A user enters a password directly into each authen-
ticator so that the password does not flow on the communication
channel where authenticators share a seed. Because a long enough
password allows an attacker to take an extremely long time to de-
crypt ciphertexts and a secure encryption algorithm prevents him
from compromising ciphertexts, it is difficult for the attacker to
compromise the password and participate in sharing a seed before
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the sharing is complete. Besides, because the assumption that a DH
key agreement algorithm is secure against eavesdropping prevents
an attacker from deriving a seed from decrypted ciphertexts includ-
ing DH public keys, an attacker cannot compromise a seed. From
the above, without assuming the security of the communication
channel, we can prevent the leakage of the seed by eavesdropping
and tampering.

6.3 The Trustworthiness of a Key for
Authentication

A service considers the next two to determine whether it trusts
a key for authentication. One is the trustworthiness of the key
itself. The other is the trustworthiness of the binding of a public
key to an account. A service evaluates the former by verifying
that a trusted authenticator stores a private key and that a used
cryptographic algorithm has not been compromised. To verify that,
a service verifies the attestation of a public key.

A service evaluates the latter by verifying whether the private
key corresponding to the public key bound to an account is stored
in the authenticator owned by the user having the account. This
trustworthiness depends on how a user registers the public key. For
example, in [28], a user registers a new public key via an authenti-
cated session established by a registered public key. In our proposal
(Section 3.2 and Section 3.3), a user registers a new public key with
an OVK derived from the seed shared among authenticators. In the
former method, a public key has high assurance because a user uses
registered authenticators every time she registers a new public key.
The method is not convenient because she has to have a registered
authenticator for registering a new one. The latter method (our
proposal) is convenient because, once she has shared a seed, a user
must have only an authenticator to append a new public key to a
service. A public key does not have high assurance if the seed can
be compromised.

To make a public key higher assurance in our proposal, We pro-
pose a method for a service to verify the trustworthiness of an
OVPK (Section 3.4). By verifying an attestation of an OVPK to
be registered, a service can evaluate whether the seed deriving
the OVPK is stored securely on the authenticator communicating
with the service. By verifying an attestation of a DH public key
when sharing a seed, authenticators can evaluate whether the other
authenticators store the seed securely. A service can also verify
whether all authenticators securely store the seed deriving the
registered OVPK by verifying an attestation of the OVPK. This is
because the attestation includes the model names of all authentica-
tors storing the seed. A service can verify whether they store the
seed securely based on the trusted policy about what authenticator
model has secure storage and stores the seed in the storage.

6.4 Updating an OVK
A service calculates the trustworthiness of an updating message
and selects the OVK of the most trusted message as the new OVK. A
service considers the number of registered authenticators sending
the same updating message as the trustworthiness of the updating
message. We consider that the trustworthiness of all registered
authenticators before the OVK migration period is equal. This is

because it is difficult for a service to determine whether an authenti-
cator is stolen or held by a legitimate user. Based on the assumption
that it takes time for an attacker to gain control of a stolen authen-
ticator (Assumption 2 in Section 3.5.1), a service selects the earlier
sent message when two or more updating messages have the same
and most trustworthiness.

We discuss what attacks the proposed method prevents when
an attacker can operate the seed and the private key with a stolen
authenticator (Assumption 1 in Section 3.5.1). In our proposal, the
number of registered authenticators is limited to 𝑁 , which is in
the metadata sent when an OVK registration. Note that an attacker
can increase the number of registered authenticators by registering
public keys in the way described in Section 3.2 before sending
updating messages.

We disscuss cases based on the following numbers.

• 𝑁 : the number of authenticators sent when an OVK regis-
tration

• 𝑁𝑢 : the number of registered authenticators owned by a
legitimate user before an OVK migration period

• 𝑁𝑎 : the number of registered authenticators controlled by
an attacker before an OVK migration period

In the case of 𝑁 = 2, the service trusts the authenticator that
sends updating messages earlier. Therefore, in the case of 𝑁𝑎 = 1,
if the attacker sends an updating message earlier (Assumption 2 in
Section 3.5.1 is broken), the service trusts the OVK sending from
the authenticator stolen by the attacker and revokes the public key
whose corresponding private key is held by the authenticator of
the legitimate user.

In the case of 𝑁 ≥ 3, if 𝑁𝑢 ≥ 𝑁 /2 or 𝑁𝑢 > 𝑁𝑎 , then a legitimate
user can update an OVK and prevent the attacker from updating
an OVK because public keys whose corresponding private keys is
stored in stolen authenticators are correctly revoked.

7 CONCLUSION
We introduce a key pair called an Ownership Verification Key (OVK)
and propose the mechanism where users and services manage
public keys based on the owner of authenticators storing the cor-
responding private keys. The mechanism allows users to access
services with any of their authenticators without registering each
of their public keys explicitly.

A user can derive the private key of an OVK (OVSK) on her
authenticators from the seed sharing among the authenticators. A
service binds the public key of OVK (OVPK) to a user’s account. A
service binds a public key signed by an OVSK to the user’s account
bound to the corresponding OVPK. When a user changes a set of
her authenticators, she updates an OVSK, and a service updates
an OVPK binding to her accounts based on the most trustworthy
updating message.

We implemented the Proof of Concept and confirmed that key
management works as expected for typical use cases. With threat
modeling, we evaluated what measures our proposal takes against
the threats. We confirmed that our proposal achieves some security
goals, such as that services cannot correlate accounts and can cor-
rectly bind public keys to accounts. We discussed how our proposal
mitigates threats for which measures are not sufficient.
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Future work includes a model where, in updating an OVK, the
trustworthiness of each authenticator having the private key cor-
responding to a registered public key differs. For example, when
a service receives a message that some authenticator is not trust-
worthy from the registered email address, the service reduces the
trustworthiness of the authenticator.
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